LETTER OF THE DAY: G  g

SHAPE OF THE DAY: ⬝

EARLY LITERACY TIP:
Reread your child’s favorite books. By age 3, children can complete sentences in familiar stories. Read her favorite books over and over to help her learn through repetition.

SONGS

We Shake
We shake we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we stop
We shake and we shake and we shake and we shake
and we shake and we shake and we shake
and we stop.
(Repeat with other actions)

Four Corners
My Scarf it has 4 corners
4 corners has my scarf
And had it not 4 corners
It would not be my scarf
1, 2, 3, 4.
(Repeat with other items: blanket, pillow, cape etc)

The Fish in the Sea
The fish in the sea
Go swish, swish, swish, swish, swish, swish, (2x)
All day long.

Other Verses:
Dolphins in the sea
Swim round and round (2x)
The sand in the sea
Drifts down, down, down (2x)
The waves on the sea
Go up and down (2x)
Letter of the Day

Gg
- Giraffe
- Grasshopper
- Gorilla
- Guitar
- Grapes